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1. Movin~ virtuallv all of the Armv's organizations that develop, acquire, field and sustain 
C4ISR systems during the war will, without question, negatively impact our war 

I ~ i 
fighters. Anv statement to the contrarv defies loeic. I 

Every Army logistician who manages the sustainment loperational readiness of every C4ISR 
system (over 5 1,000 stock-numbered items including over 6,200 major end items) is slated to 
move. Every Army software engineer involved in updating 2 15 million lines of code in 
deployed tactical and strategic systems, as well as developing or over-seeing the development 
of software for new systems, is slated to move. Every Army contracting expert in C4ISR 
systems and industries, obligating over $10 billion this year, is slated to move. EV& Army 
program management office responsible for the development and acquisition of C4ISR 
systems, 98 major defense programs, is slated to move. Every Army scientist and engineer 
charged with developing, adapting or adopting technology for the next generation of C4ISR 
systems, and for rapidly bringing technology to bear on immediate threats, is slated to move. 
To discount the impact of this massive turbulence is to negate the contributions of this 
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Policy in his 29 June letter to you where, referring to APG, he stated "there is no core of 
C4ISR expertise or culture there". 

Before IEDs became a threat, Fort Monmouth engineers modified existing systems to provide 
capability against unsophisticated E D  threats---this was done as a special innovative 
initiative. This prepositioned capability allowed Fort Monmouth to respond rapidly to a need 
to protect Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) personnel when they requested a jammer. 

The first Warlock systems were modified Shortstop Electronic Protection Systems (SEPS) 
that were renamed Warlock Green. (The SEPS were also developed at Fort Monmouth.) 
Fort Monmouth scientists and engineers developed, produced and fielded these systems close 
to a year before any other systems were available. As the E D  threats became more widely 
utilized and more varied, a more universal countermeasure approach was required. The 
current Warlock family consists of seven different systems to counter the various IED threats. 
The ICE, which was developed by SLAD at White Sands, provides jamming capability 
against some of those threats; however, it is many times larger, heavier, and requires more 
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Remotely Controlled Improvised Ekplosive Device Electronic Warfare 
[CREW) at Fort Monmouth is the A r m  or~afiization resvonslble For all IED iamming, 
supporting; not only Army but also other services and svecial customers. Over one hundred 
PM CREW and Fort Monmouth engineers and support personnel are working the program to 
include R&D, production, maintenance, field support, training, threat exploitation, detection 
and intelligence operations against this one threat. This team consists of both experienced 
engineers and a group of young Masters and PhD level engineers. 

The Joint IED Task Force designated Fort Monmouth engineers to test all proposed IED 
jammers. They did this based on the expertise of the Fort Monmouth engineers and their in- 
depth understanding of the detailed workings of the threat systems. Yuma Proving Ground 
(not APG) was designated as the official test site location because its soil matched the Iraq 
environment, and the instrumentation and remote range allowed jamming signals to be 
transmitted. The Fort Monrnouth CERDEC built a unique DOD facility consisting of both an 
RF chamber outfitted with threat systems and a precision, computer-controlled, jamming 
technique assessment test bed that can model a wide array of jamming techniques. This 
facility performs developmental and technical testing on all proposed jammers before they 

! Thicounter IED efforts at Ft Monmouth and supported by the Rapid Equipping Force (REF) 
1 at Ft Belvoir were the Iground-breaking programs that got thousands of jakmers out to the 

fie(d. The Warlock was in the field before OIF began. The Fort Monmouth team that 
accomplished all of thjs included experts, many with over 30 years of jammer experience. 

I While the IED example is one of the more discussed wartime effo&. there are many other 
rapid response programs implemented by Fort Monmouth that include programs across the 
brdadth and depth of the Fort Monmouth mission. To not recognize the seriousness of the 

I !  nedd to retain this cavkbilitv will shortchange our ioint forces wherever their mission takes 
t I AIL - I - -  mem. 
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3. Moving C4ISR from Fort ~ o n m & t h  will;&h in a loss of intellectual capital from 
which the Armv ,mav never recover. 

We believe our statistics, based on both historical and recent evidence based on survey 
results, show and that a serious "brain drain" will occur. It takes experts in military-specific 
technology and systems to mentor and train new college graduates or employees recruited 
from industry. The closure of Fort Monmouth would be the catalyst that prompts the abrupt 
retirement of those senior experts and managers - experts and managers who are NOT now 
retiring upon eligibility, but typically remaining until age 61 or 62. 

The average age of the Fort Monmouth workforce is 48 years old, many years from the 
typical retirement age of 61. Hiring and training new employees in C4ISR requires years of 
hands-on training with equipment and systems - it is not a routine effort. For example, we 
utilize efforts like the E D  initiative as training for our workforce, and those experiences 
become the foundation of the experienced Fort Monmouth employee. Hiring and training 
thousands of new employees, in a compressed time period, without seasoned managers and 

ll'ilata collection effod werewrong, simple human error, that almost doubled th& costs from 
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Dix, will move to Fort Benning (with Fort Monmouth engineers) to be further tested as new 
concepts for the Infantry of the future. While there is Joint participation in all these 
experiments, we suggest it could be expanded and improved as part of a formal Joint mission 
and provide enormous benefit to the DOD. It must be emphasized this is not about test and 
evaluation - it is about experimentation to help define future directions and how future 
systems can interact seamlessly with current systems. This type of experimentation is 
essential to DOD Transformation. 

The Army currently has a C4ISR Land Warfare Center of Excellence, in place at Fort 
Monmouth, with a life cycle capability to generate technology, develop and produce systems, 
field systems, and support those systems in the field. Whv break somethine that is working 
well? 

We recognize the over-whelming task with which you are faced and the voluminous amount 
of data you must assess. The information we have provided on Fort Monmouth centers on the 

Member of Congress Member of Congr f Congress Member of Congress 

CC: The Honorable James H. Bilbray, er, BRAC Commission 
The Honorable Philip Coyle, Member, BRAC Commission 
Admiral (USN r 
The ~onbrable   ah 

Howard W. Gehrnan, Jr., Member, BRAC Commission 
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